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Progress Bring Poverty/' or "Wealth and Want.'' But these
titles were cast aside in favor of the one entered in his diary.
He felt that "Progress and Poverty" "covered too wide a scope
for one volume"8 and that the part relating to the develop-
ment of civilization was but a skeleton of what he wanted to
present. "But at least an outline seemed to me essential, and I
did not know, even if I lived, if I should ever find opportunity
to write again."9
The work had not been easy. He had been striving for clarity
and simplicity. For, as he once said, "What makes easy reading
is hard writing." And on the night when he finished the final
chapter, as he later recalled, he "felt that the talent entrusted
to me had been accounted for—felt more fully satisfied, more
deeply grateful than if all the kingdoms of the earth had been
laid at my feet." 10
This was no mere sentiment or a flush of satisfaction at a
job finally done. Four years later, in a letter revealed only after
his death, he wrote Father Thomas Dawson of Glencree, Ire-
land:
Because you are not only my friend, but a priest and a religious,
I shall say something that I don't like to speak of—that I never be-
fore have told to anyone. Once, in daylight, and in a city street,
there came to me a thought, a vision, a call—give it what name you
please. But every nerve quivered. And then and there I made a
vow. Through evil and through good, whatever I had done and what-
ever I have left undone, to that I have been true. It was that that
impelled me to write Progress and Poverty and that sustained me
when else I should have failed. And when I had finished the last
page, in the dead of night, when I was entirely alone, I flung myself
on my knees and wept like a child. The rest was in the Masters
hands. That is a feeling that has never left me; that is constantly
with me. It has made me a better and purer man. It has been to me
a religion of which I never like to speak, or make any outward mani-
festation, but yet that I try to follow....
The prodigious task of writing the book was now behind him.
Getting it published was quite another matter. He had written
his friend' John Swinton, "Any man who tries to do what I
have for a good while tried to do—any man who is in advance
of his time, and who is true to his convictions, this is all he can
have—the good opinion of some few men. Wealth is not for

